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The Feng Shui Diaries" are an account of the activities of Richard Ashworth, one of Britain's very few feng
shui men: touching, informative, and very funny. They cover the human stories of why people call him in and
what changes as a result. In his own words; "Sometimes I move a mirror, sometimes furniture. Usually I place
water very precisely. Generally, I talk a lot. Stuckness, depression, addiction, ovarian cysts, infertility, lack of
success are all grist to the mill, but above all, relationships: Moira wanted to be free of her ex-husband. I
suggested the first step might be to stop sleeping with him. The house was full of shields and discs, yang
metal symbols that in Chinese terms mean "mature man". Simply putting these on e-bay would move

mountains." "The Feng Shui Diaries" shows how feng shui works for ordinary people in ordinary situations.
There is nothing intimidating or inexplicable about it. And even if you don't follow the practice, they're a

good laugh.

In feng shui your entry represents how energy enters your home and your life. See more of Richard Ashworth
Imperial Feng Shui on Facebook . The Feng Shui Diaries are an account of the activities of Richard Ashworth

one of the Feng Shui worlds very few feng shui men touching informative and very funny. After all Ive
applied ALL of my .

Richard Ashworth

Feng Shui is working with things as they are to try to enhance your life by bringing it into harmony and
balance with its surroundings and does this through the numerous but equally important principles of Feng
Shui. The Feng Shui Diaries cover the human stories of why people call Richard Asworth in and what
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changes as a result. Hungry Ghosts are traditionally placated with sweets and tidbits much as Santas reindeer
are more dim sum fewer mince pies but. The moon that rose at 1041pm on the 18 th August is known to
Chinese culture as the Moon of the Hungry Ghosts. An ancient Chinese art Feng Shui empowers you to

improve every aspect of your life from your health and wealth to your relationships and career. It is an arm of
Chinese culture and related to Chinese New Year. The Feng Shui Diaries are an account of the activities of

Richard Ashworth one of Britains very few feng shui men.
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